Title: Using CIM For Distribution Applications
CIM is a core component of GridOS® – a software platform enabling three-phase unbalanced analysis and optimization
of distribution networks. This presentation will focus on the benefits, challenges, and overall experience in using CIM for
software development of distribution network applications. More specifically, the presentation will focus on the
following topics:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Using CIM classes for modelling distribution networks such that they are ready for various planning and realtime distribution analysis including time-series power-flow, loss minimization, and hosting capacity. CIM
modelling for each type of network asset, feeder containment, and topology representation will be discussed.
Challenges and solutions in dealing with various modelling formats will also be discussed.
Extending CIM to model energy storage systems for optimal dispatch, as well as using existing CIM classes to
model other distributed energy resources (ex. solar photovoltaics).
Using CIM StateVariable objects for representing results for snap-shot and time-series analysis.
Incorporating CIM difference models to enable distribution planners to modify network models by creating /
deleting network assets, and by editing existing asset properties and ratings.
Using CIM IEC61968 classes for building the GridOS Equipment Library.
Using CIM classes for visualizing distribution networks on the GIS view.
Software challenges encountered with serialization of CIM in RDF-XML format, and the benefits of representing
CIM in JSON.
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